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Anyone who uses Adobe Photoshop Lightroom for image management, editing, and workflow

knows it is great software, and it has only gotten better with each new version. But there comes

a time in every Lightroom user’s life when they want to do something…and they just can’t do it.

While Lightroom covers the vast majority of a photographer’s needs–many say it covers

roughly 80% of a professional imaging workflow–it just can’t do everything a shooter needs to

put the final touches on a great image.Scott Kelby, the #1 bestselling author of photography

books, wrote Photoshop for Lightroom Users exactly for those Lightroom users who have

recognized that they need Photoshop for the other 20% of their workflow, which will take their

images to the next level. There is already a substantial audience for this book, and of course

Adobe’s brand-new offering of a Lightroom and Photoshop Creative Cloud bundle for $9.99/

month will certainly help grow this Lightroom-and-Photoshop audience very quickly in the

coming months.These users don’t need to know everything about Photoshop. They just need

to know the essentials edits, techniques, retouching tutorials, and tweaks that they can’t

perform in Lightroom, but which will take their images up a notch. Scott covers everything from

compositing to adding text over an image to retouching to creating a book cover to advanced

sharpening techniques. With Photoshop for Lightroom Users, readers will learn all they need to

know in order to fold Photoshop into their imaging workflow with Lightroom. 



Photoshop for Lightroom Users (Voices That Matter), Photoshop Book for Digital

Photographers, The (Voices That Matter), The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Classic CC Book

for Digital Photographers (Voices That Matter), How Do I Do That in Photoshop?: The Quickest

Ways to Do the Things You Want to Do, Right Now! (How Do I Do That...)

JayneDoe, “Best Waterbottle Ever...EXCEPT FOR.... This is the best waterbottle I've ever

used!!! Whatever I drink I use A LOT of ice, so the 40oz capacity is perfect for my additional or

excess ice. When it advertises as leak-proof it means it!!! Not even a drop!!! Where as my other

buhbuhbrand of waterbottle when it tips over gushes like caught in a riptide. Lol I love using it

for my cold brew, being able to enjoy the morning on the porch without worrying if some

random bug is sampling my coffee. The spout does flick a little when the buttons pressed but I

find if I stop it half way with my finger and let it go the rest of the way with less force I don't get

that sprinkle others have mentioned. Love that the straw screws into the lid and everything

comes apart easily to just toss in the top rack of the dishwasher.BUT...I almost returned it

because it sweats like a dragon at an eel party. Lol Anythewho, it doesn't just sweat it saturates

EVERYTHING, anything it touches...I mean PUDDLES. Aside from that I loved it and didn't

want to get rid of it. I found a solution here on Amazon that literally is the sole reason I was

able to keep my Contigo once I got my Koverz. It is FABULOUS!!!!!! Doesn't sweat a drop now.

And with being disabled, always having one hand occupied with a cane, there is no enjoyment

in carrying a freezing cold soaking wet bottle under your arm. That's no longer an issue. In fact,

it comes with a strap making me love my bottle even more than before. In fact, I'll be ordering a

few more Contigos now that I'm able to avoid being drenched.*If this review was informative

please hit the helpful button below.”

Ariella, “Don't put the lid in the dishwasher!. So this product is great and does everything it

says: it's leak proof, attractive, the pop-up straw is genius, and it is *mostly* dishwasher safe...I

ran into a major issue the first time I ran the lid through the dishwasher. The smell of the dish-

washing detergent clung strongly to the mouth piece! Every time I took a sip my nose was

being assaulted by a fake lemon detergent smell (literally made me gag).First, I tried hand

washing the lid and inside the mouth piece using antibacterial dish soap, hot water, and a

straw cleaning brush... that just replaced one fake citrus scent with another.Second, I tried

soaking it in a solution of hot water and baking soda overnight... still no luck getting rid of the

smell.Finally I tried letting it soak in white vinegar for a couple of hours, then rinsing with COLD

water. That did the trick. No lingering smells, not even the vinegar!Cold or lukewarm water is

they key; I only learned this after doing a bit of Googling and seeing an article about getting the

smell out of Ziploc containers. Apparently hot water contributes to making the smell cling to the

plastic!I would still recommend this product overall, but I wish they had a warning about this

and didn't label the lid as dishwasher safe. I will definitely be hand washing the lid from here on

out. I hope this information helps other buyers!”

Racer X, “The perfect gym/workout water bottle!. For me, this is the perfect gym/workout bottle.

I’ll include my personal criteria, and how this bottle stacks up. If you have the same or similar

criteria, this may be your perfect bottle as well.Material: Most gyms and even some other public

places now have water bottle quick fill capable water fountains. For that reason, and because I

like to be able to visually see how much is in my bottle, for me, metal was out. Needs to be see

through. That leaves glass and BPA free plastic. I worry about glass breaking, so plastic is my



choice. This bottle is transparent, even the colors, and is BPA free. Five stars.Fill line markings.

I prefer a bottle with at least a few level markings. This bottle is marked at 8, 16, and 24

ounces. This is perfect because it aligns with the Fitbit app’s standard quick update amounts.

Total capacity of the bottle is 24 ounces. Five stars.I prefer a bottle that I don’t have to tip up, so

that means a straw type bottle. The trade off is that with any straw type bottle, there is always

some at the bottom that you can’t get out. So I wanted a straw type that (1) had a straw that

reached farthest, and (2) naturally tilts toward the “front”of the bottle, and (3) flows liquid freely

without effort and without having to gnaw on the straw. The “hump” back bottle that I had

previously did not meet this criteria and was a chore to sip from. This bottle nailed it. Five

stars.Tip: Some have mentioned (1) difficulties with sipping, and/or (2) the straw randomly

spitting out liquid. The trick to eliminating both issues is to (1) fully tighten lid, then (2) untighten

lid just ever so slightly. I’m talking less than 10% of a full turn. This releases just enough

pressure to eliminate both issues. Trust me, problems solved.Easy carry. This bottle has a non

protruding handle of the perfect size and angle, and has a hinged section to allow for clipping

on to various things. Five stars.I prefer a lid that allows for hiding away the straw. This bottle

does so with a simple push into a “trap door”and a simple release button. There is even a lock

to keep it from opening. I typically don’t carry water in my bottle when it’s in a bag. Just not

worth the risk when it’s easy to fill it when I get where I’m going. So I can’t attest to the bottle’s

spill proof quality. For me, five stars.Easy to clean. The bottle itself is super easy to clean and

fill. The lid is no easier and no more difficult to clean than any other I’ve tried. A little effort, but

that’s one of the downsides to a straw type bottle. Three stars.Fit and finish. The bottle seems

fairly tough and I expect it will last. It’s available in several colors, and is sure to come in your

personal favorite color. Bottle, five stars. Amazon, 1 star. I ordered this with, and it shipped with

a few other items including a metal file. The Amazon packer just threw it all in the same box, so

needless to say, the bottle and the lid both arrived with a few scratches from rattling around in a

box with a couple of metal files. Good one Amazon! Annoying, but I didn’t bother with a return,

since it was cosmetic only, and does not impact usage or reduce lifespan.If this matches your

criteria, give it a try, but order it alone, and not with metal files and you should be fine. And

remember to use it with the lid just barely untightened. It will still work, won’t spit, but won’t leak

or spill.”

Ann, “Written for photographers by photographer. This is a really good book by an amazing

author. If you are a DSLR photographer you are probably going to be using Lightroom as your

main postproduction tool. However, there are a few things that you can’t do in lightroom that

you need photoshop for and this book covers all of those items. I really cannot recommend

this more highly. It’s very easy to follow and really does cover the topics very well indeed.

Scott is a photograph  and he knows how to write his books for other photographers.”

aboutel, “Just what I needed. This book does, brilliantly, exactly what it says on the tin: if you're

a photographer who's familiar with Lightroom but curious about and/or intimidated by

Photoshop, Kelby gives you exactly what you need, in a straightforward, easy-to-follow

manner. Layers, masks, adjustment layers, smart objects: Photoshop concepts are introduced

by showing them in use rather than trying to explain them, which just works. (The same goes

for the photographic techniques involved.) By not pretending to comprehensiveness, the book

cuts through Photoshop's notoriously labyrinthine interface; it avoids lengthy preliminaries in

favour of immediate, and immediately useful, results.This isn't a complete course in Photoshop,

even for photographers.  But it will get you over the hump.”



Paul, Dorset, “This describes the break-points between LR and PS. Typical Kelby style book.

Answers those previously unanswered queriies with worked examples. This is not heavy going

either, and gives just enough information to get your project complete. Most of the content is

lifted from other Kelby books but he's filtered it down to the important stuff us LR users want to

know.”

Hiace Drifter, “Good value and nicely targetted at specific audience. This is a great book which

highlights a few key techniques in photoshop. It also gives detail of when you can actually

bypass photoshop altogether and stay in lightroom. It's thin compared to Kelby's other books,

but is cheaper and more focussed.”

Theodopolopulous, “Support for Amateur Photographers.. Love anything that helps me with

photoshop and lightroom...boy is it complicated at times!!!”

The book by Scott Kelby has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 107 people have provided feedback.
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